Best-in-class distributor of
hard-to-find electronic
components and hardware.

Where Quality is Predictable

ASSET LOGISTICS SERVICES

As a best-in-class distributor of electronic components, Lintech Components not only ensures that
every part we stock and ship meets product standards for quality and authenticity, we also offer a
variety of inventory management programs for excess and obsolete components. Our programs
are designed specifically to provide our customers with cost saving and revenue enhancing
solutions that can be customized to organizational needs and preferences.

Lintech Components asset logistics programs include:
End-of-Life Buys
 Specialized technical procurement team
 Product shipped per customer-specific schedule
 Avoid costly redesigns of mature products
and systems
 Eliminate inventory carrying costs
 Free up funds for investment into growth of
business

Consignment/Bonded Inventory
 Storage in secure, environmentally controlled
warehouse
 Real-time visibility of inventory to a global
audience of OEM/CEM component buyers and
electronic component distributors
 Automatic monthly sales activity reports
 Ideally suited to legacy components

Line Item Purchasing
 Individual line item accountability
 Quick cash returns
 Elimination of high cost inventory
 Quick fix solution

Program Procurement & Kitting
 Incorporate Lintech sourced items with customer
inventory, as needed
 Improved production line efficiency/cycle times
 Lower material overhead and inventory costs
 Time and labor efficiencies associated with
packaging and material waste removal

Lot Purchasing
 Moves large volume of product quickly—
and at one time
 Converts hard-to-market inventory into quick
cash flow
 Eliminates carrying costs associated with
excess inventory

Dock to Stock
 Ensures product meets quality and packaging
requirements for stocking or production
 Eliminates need for inspection by customer and
reduces carrying costs
 Advance shipping notice optimizes efficiencies
 Supports lean manufacturing

Additional Services
As part of these programs, or separately, Lintech Components offers value added services including packaging
services such as tape and reeling and bake and dry pack. We also provide authenticity inspection and testing,
electrical testing, and additional engineering services.
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